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	 Dear Hr.CChapdalmine , 

If Jin Loser has :lot told you, I an the investigator in the Jamie Earl 
Ray *dies. 

Ray first told me of the way henry Haile treated you, than Jin Lower 

did. 

Three weeks age I removed some papers from my file intending to write a 
detailed explanation with them but the pressures of other work I bust do on a 
washy basis has made this impossible. 

So, here are those papers. I would appreciate their return after you have 
had a chance to copy teem or have no other need for theme I reset that the 
3e compeer has not replenished the special paper for my copying machine in 
eaveral months. 41 makes it impossible for me to make copies. 

I can expend considerably on what I have charged in these papers. There has to 

teis day been no response fort anyone. In fact, wile did not even protest to me 

personally when we were both in Memphis togtther for the hearing. Instead he rather 

brazenly tries to intimidate MO an openly t-ratensd me once in the presence of 
another. Xs I reneeher his verde they were. 'You're tne one Pa gonna gets" 

only offense was .wetting sees of his dirty trick, proviae him a deliberatn liar, 

and frustrating enough of his asomessfal efforts to frutetrate thb order of the 
sixth circuit court of appeal, mead iimpla of Judge McRae, ebn was rstaer remarkably 
tolerant of Haile systemaldk1 emgentsesiomal conduct. (This in itself resulted in the 

obstruation of justice beeper it limited what I could do.) 

Hails tried to deaebeat me out of #20 and tree celled me a 'beck' when I demanded 
payment. 

My prior experiences with his Were such that when Jim Imear and I vent to Memphis 
to exercise discovery for the first time in ny life I did not carry an attache care. 
I ens certain I'd have to carry it with we constantly to prevent intrudes. I vas also 
sertaie that the most important notes I'd want to make would have to do with what Nails 

did. Se, all I carried was a tape recorder and a stanographer'a notebook. Decease I 
was certain me roam would be searched I left a trap, a nears of detecting without, a 
bag to be searched whether or not serene had wearer ee it. ;than I retarded the trap 
was sprang. What had been roved was 'beyond whet snide would do. This does not prow 

that Haile did or was reeponeible for it but I know nobody else who bad the interest. 

Asenwhile, al oat all the discovery notes I mode deal with the laproprietiee. 
nosy are oontemporaneous and largely illegible to Almost anyone bat my wife and me. 
Again heasnes I felt I would have some weed for them the minute we completed what we 
were able to do on discovery I west to a Iseyer's office and had his investigator make 
copies for me, got an envelops and stamps from the receptionist and mailed the copiers 
to myself with a that afternoon Memphis postmark. The env-lope remains unopened and 
attest to the time of theme notes, as do these witnesses. Jim ismer was with no when 
I put it in the mail box. 

Bails bed me investigated to such an extent he was openly talking to others about 
my etsphrethers with wash I have no association at any kind. They are wealthy sea who 
haw a resentment spinet we oaming from their anaetionment of their father when he was 
in terminal ilineaa they did not recognize when I dim although both are doctors. I can't 
see has aror investigation of me was proper. 

Haile manufactured those thing,. of a prejudicial nature he alleged against es. 'be 

judge should have clobbered his for them. ai did nothing after I proved thole false and 
did nothing to deter Adore Masse. Hails lied to the judge regularly. 

I would consider it a serviae to the people of fennessee to testify to my personal 

szialetanees with Haile and a contribution to justice. Sincerely, Harold Weisberg 


